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Sick Not Sick
This New American Red Cros CPR/AED for the Professional Rescuer Participant's
Manual and course reflect changes based on the 2005 Consensus on Science for
CPR and Emergency Cardiovascular Care (ECC) and the Guidelines 2005 for First
Aid. Changes to this program and manual include simplifications to many of the
CPR skill sequences, which helps improve retention. There have also been changes
to help improve the quality of CPR. The integration of CPR skills into the operation
of AEDs had changed to help improve survival from sudden cardiac arrest.
Professional rescuers are now trained to use AEDs on adults and children.
Information has been updated and added to this program to help professional
rescuers administer epinephrine, aspirin and fixed-flow-rate oxygen. The skills
learned in this course include adult, child and infant rescue breathing, conscious
and unconscious choking, CPR, two-rescuer CPR and adult and child AED.
Additional training can be added to this course including bloodborne pathogens
training and emergency oxygen administration. While the skills and knowledge
that professional rescuers use are increasing, this training will help you meet your
most important responsibility as a professional rescuer- the responsibility to save
lives.

First Aid for the USMLE Step 1 2018, 28th Edition
Educators and those who prepare teachers are facing increased scrutiny on their
practice that include pressures to demonstrate their effectiveness, meet the needs
of changing demographics and students, and adapt to ever-changing learning
environments. Thus, there is a need for innovative pedagogies and adoption of
best practices to effectively serve the needs of digital learners. The Handbook of
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Research on Innovative Pedagogies and Best Practices in Teacher Education is an
essential research book that takes an in-depth look at the methods by which
educators are prepared to address shifting demographics and technologies in the
classroom and provides strategies for focusing their curricula on diverse learning
types. It takes a look at the use of innovative pedagogies and effective learning
spaces in teacher education programs and the decisions behind them to enhance
more inquiry learning, STEM initiatives, and prove more kinds of exploratory
learning for students. Covering topics such as higher education, virtual reality, and
inclusive education, this book is ideally designed for teachers, administrators,
academicians, instructors, and researchers.

Swimming and Water Safety
Ten-year-old Comfort Snowberger has attended 247 funerals. But that's not
surprising, considering that her family runs the town funeral home. And even
though Great-uncle Edisto keeled over with a heart attack and Great-great-aunt
Florentine dropped dead--just like that--six months later, Comfort knows how to
deal with loss, or so she thinks. She's more concerned with avoiding her crazy
cousin Peach and trying to figure out why her best friend, Declaration, suddenly
won't talk to her. Life is full of surprises. And the biggest one of all is learning what
it takes to handle them. Deborah Wiles has created a unique, funny, and utterly
real cast of characters in this heartfelt, and quintessentially Southern coming-ofage novel. Comfort will charm young readers with her wit, her warmth, and her
struggles as she learns about life, loss, and ultimately, triumph.

NOLS Wilderness Medicine
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that
empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect
your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues
And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment
for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their resolution.
Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations
and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace more
efficient, effective, and engaged.

Firefighter Exam For Dummies
An easy-to-read text focusing on all areas of nursing to aid in successful
preparation for the NCLEX-RN. A unique feature of this book is the test-taking
strategies included in each chapter. Additionally, students will find content review,
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practice tests at the end of each chapter with answers and rationales for right and
wrong answers and a free CD-ROM that includes the 2,700 practice questions from
the text plus 600 additional practice questions.

CPR
Excel in your clinical responsibilities with The Ophthalmic Assistant. Whether you
work in an ophthalmology, optometry, or opticianry setting, this best-selling
reference delivers expert practical, up-to-date guidance on ocular diseases,
surgical procedures, medications, and equipment as well as paramedical
procedures and office management - providing all the knowledge and skills you
need to be a valuable asset to your team. A real "how-to" textbook. Consult this
full-color visual guide for identification of ophthalmic disorders, explanations of
difficult concepts, and depictions of the newest equipment used in ophthalmology
and optometry – with over 1,000 illustrations. Refer to the practical appendices for
quick-reference information on hospital/practice forms for more efficient patient
record keeping, conversion tables, numerous language translations, ocular
emergencies, pharmaceuticals, and more. Update your practical knowledge of
ophthalmic tests and procedures. Confidently prepare for certification or
recertification exams with comprehensive and practical information on the exam
process for ophthalmic and optometric assistants. Optimize your results with OCT
imaging and other innovative technologies used in today’s ophthalmic offices,
clinics, and hospitals. Stay up to date with new drugs being used to treat a diverse
range of eye diseases and disorders. Learn how to assist the newest refractive
cataract surgery procedures. Update your knowledge of CPR procedures.

Film & Video Finder
Fifth edition DK's First Aid Manual covers every aspect of first aid, including what it
means to be a first aider, how to use essential equipment, and treatments for more
than 100 different conditions, from splinters and sprained ankles to strokes and
unconsciousness. Clear step-by-step photography, all shot in-situ to reflect real-life
situations, is featured throughout the book. Key Features: · Step-by-step
photography throughout, to show the reader exactly what to do in any situation ·
Quick-reference emergency first aid section · Clear anatomy and physiology
sections, to help the reader understand treatment priorities · Every condition
clearly explained with causes, symptoms, and signs, as well as action plans

Dog Man a Tale of Two Kitties
Hatchet
In recent years there has been a growing interest in cognition within sociology and
other social sciences. Within sociology this interest cuts across various topical
subfields, including culture, social psychology, religion, race, and identity. Scholars
within the new subfield of cognitive sociology, also referred to as the sociology of
culture and cognition, are contributing to a rapidly developing body of work on how
mental and social phenomena are interrelated and often interdependent. In The
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Oxford Handbook of Cognitive Sociology, Wayne H. Brekhus and Gabe Igantow
have gathered some of the most influential scholars working in cognitive sociology
to present an accessible introduction to key research areas in a diverse field. While
classical sociological and newer interdisciplinary approaches have been covered
separately by scholars in the past, this volume alternatively presents a broad
range of cognitive sociological perspectives. The contributors discuss a range of
approaches for theorizing and analyzing the "social mind," including macro-cultural
approaches, interactionist approaches, and research that draws on Pierre
Bourdieu's major concepts. Each chapter further investigates a variety of cognitive
processes within these three approaches, such as attention and inattention,
perception, automatic and deliberate cognition, cognition and social action,
stereotypes, categorization, classification, judgment, symbolic boundaries,
meaning-making, metaphor, embodied cognition, morality and religion, identity
construction, time sequencing, and memory. A comprehensive look at cognitive
sociology's main contributions and the central debates within the field, the
Handbook will serve as a primary resource for social researchers, faculty, and
students interested in how cognitive sociology can contribute to research within
their substantive areas of focus.

The Oxford Handbook of Cognitive Sociology
ACEP First Aid Manual 5th Edition
This manual is developed for use within advanced first aid, CPR, and AED training
courses offered through the Emergency Care & Safety Institute. Based on the 2010
International Consensus Guidelines for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and
Emergency Cardiac Care (ECC), Advanced First Aid, CPR, and AED, Sixth Edition is
ideal for use within college-level courses designed to certify individuals in first aid,
CPR, and AED. More than a stand-alone text, this student manual is the center of
an integrated teaching and learning system that offers many resources to better
support instructors and prepare students. This manual includes: Coverage of the
2010 CPR and ECC Guidelines: Clear, concise direction on how to perform CPR and
use an AED during an emergency. Current information on injuries and illnesses:
Core information for first aiders presented in a clear and straightforward format.
Skill Drills: Offer step-by-step explanations and visual summaries of important
skills. Emergency Care Wrap-Up Tables: Provide a concise summary of what signs
first aiders should look for and what treatment steps they should take. About the
Emergency Care & Safety Institute The Emergency Care & Safety Institute (ECSI) is
an internationally renowned organization that provides training and certifications
that meet job-related requirements as defined by regulatory authorities such as
OSHA, The Joint Commission, and state offices of EMS, Education, Transportation,
and Health. ECSI's courses are delivered throughout a range of industries and
markets worldwide, including colleges and universities, business and industry,
government, public safety agencies, hospitals, private training companies, and
secondary school systems. ECSI offers world-class training solutions in the areas of:
Advanced Cardiac Life Support Automated External Defibrillation Babysitter Safety
Bloodborne and Airborne Pathogens CPR (Layperson and Health Care levels) Driver
Safety Emergency Medical Responder (formerly known as First Responder) First Aid
(Standard, Advanced, Pediatric, Wilderness, and other levels) Oxygen
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Administration

Brian's Winter
Red Kayak
SCORE YOUR HIGHEST ON THE USMLE® STEP 1 WITH HELP FROM THE WORLD’S
MOST POPULAR MEDICAL REVIEW BOOK An unmatched collection of more than
1,300 must-know facts and mnemonics provide a complete framework for your
USMLE® preparation and coursework! This annually updated review delivers a
comprehensive collection of high-yield facts and mnemonics that pinpoint exactly
what you need to know to pass the exam. Co-authored by medical students who
recently took the boards, it provides a complete framework to help you prepare for
the most stressful exam of your career. Here's why this is the ultimate USMLE Step
1 review:•A complete framework for USMLE® Step 1 preparation, annually
updated with crowdsourced contributions from thousands of students •Written by
students who excelled on their Step 1 exam and reviewed by top faculty for
accuracy•1,300 must-know topics with mnemonics to focus your study•1,000+
color photos and illustrations – 100 new or revised -- help you visualize processes,
disorders, and clinical findings•Student-proven study and exam prep tips backed
by learning science•Reorganized Rapid Review section for efficient, last-minute
preparation•Revised and expanded recommendations for high-yield print and
digital study resources s•Bonus material and real-time updates exclusively at
FirstAidTeam.com

First Aid, CPR, and AED Standard
One of the finest first aid books I've seen. --Mel Otten, M.D., Wilderness Medical
Society • New chapters on judgment and decision-making and mental health •
First-aid topics--patient assessment, shock, soft tissue injury, burns, fractures and
dislocations, and chest, head, and abdominal injury • How to handle environmental
problems--heat, cold, water, altitude, and poisonous plants and animals

Anaesthesia, Pain, Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine —
A.P.I.C.E.
"Includes 8 real SATs and official answer explanations"--Cover.

The Ophthalmic Assistant E-Book
Alphabetically lists and describes Web sites on a variety of topics, including health,
culture, business, travel, and education.

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
2015 American Heart Association Guidelines
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1 copy of the Basic Life Support (BLS) For Healthcare Providers Instructor Manual
(90-1036), 1 Basic Life Support (BLS) For Healthcare Providers Course And Renewal
Course DVD (90-1035), 1 copy of the Basic Life Support (BLS) For Healthcare
Providers Student Manual (90-1038), and 1 American Heart Association Stopwatch
(90-1509).

BLS for Healthcare Providers
Instead of being rescued from a plane crash, as in the author's book "Hatchet," this
story portrays what would have happened to Brian had he been forced to survive a
winter in the wilderness with only his survival pack and hatchet.

Responding to Emergencies
Each book covers all the necessary information a beginner needs to know about a
particular topic, providing an index for easy reference and using the series'
signature set of symbols to clue the reader in to key topics, categorized under such
titles as Tip, Remember, Warning!, Technical Stuff and True Story. Original.

Journal de L'Association Dentaire Canadienne
Understanding Probability
Cardiac arrest can strike a seemingly healthy individual of any age, race, ethnicity,
or gender at any time in any location, often without warning. Cardiac arrest is the
third leading cause of death in the United States, following cancer and heart
disease. Four out of five cardiac arrests occur in the home, and more than 90
percent of individuals with cardiac arrest die before reaching the hospital. First and
foremost, cardiac arrest treatment is a community issue - local resources and
personnel must provide appropriate, high-quality care to save the life of a
community member. Time between onset of arrest and provision of care is
fundamental, and shortening this time is one of the best ways to reduce the risk of
death and disability from cardiac arrest. Specific actions can be implemented now
to decrease this time, and recent advances in science could lead to new
discoveries in the causes of, and treatments for, cardiac arrest. However, specific
barriers must first be addressed. Strategies to Improve Cardiac Arrest Survival
examines the complete system of response to cardiac arrest in the United States
and identifies opportunities within existing and new treatments, strategies, and
research that promise to improve the survival and recovery of patients. The
recommendations of Strategies to Improve Cardiac Arrest Survival provide highpriority actions to advance the field as a whole. This report will help citizens,
government agencies, and private industry to improve health outcomes from
sudden cardiac arrest across the United States.

The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective
Activities to Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration
First Aid, CPR, and AED Standard, Irish Edition is the centre of an integrated
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teaching and learning system that offers instructor, student, and technology
resources to better support instructors and prepare students. The text includes:
PHECC Clinical Practice Guidelines for Occupational First Aid and conforms to the
FETAC Standard for Occupational First Aid; coverage of the 2005 Guidelines;
current information on injured and illnesses: Core information for first aiders
presented in a clear and straightforward format; skills drills that offer step-by-step
explanations and visual summaries of important skills; flowcharts that reinforce the
decision-making process and appropriate procedures; and decision tables: Provide
a concise summary of what signs first aiders should look for and what treatment
steps they should take.

MCQs and EMQs in Surgery: A Bailey & Love Companion Guide
Octavia E. Butler's 1979 masterpiece and ground-breaking exploration of power
and responsibility, for fans of The Handmaid's Tale, The Power and Yaa Gyasi's
Homegoing. With an original foreword by Ayòbámi Adébáyò. 'If you've ever
tweeted "All Lives Matter" someone needs to shove this book into your hand, and
quickly' The Pool Nineteenth-century Maryland is a very dangerous place for a
black woman - but Dana has no choice but to go there, and keep going back. Rufus
calls Dana to him whenever his life is threatened. Neither of them understands his
power, nor how two such different people will come to depend on each other for
survival. And the longer Dana spends with Rufus, the more aware she is that her
own life might be over before it's even begun. This is the extraordinary story of two
people bound by blood, separated by so much more than time - and confronting
the inescapable ties between past and present.

Official SAT Study Guide 2020 Edition
Brady loves life on the Chesapeake Bay with his friends J.T. and Digger. But
developers and rich families are moving into the area, and while Brady befriends
some of them, like the DiAngelos, his parents and friends are bitter about the
changes. Tragedy strikes when the DiAngelos’ kayak overturns in the bay, and
Brady wonders if it was more than an accident. Soon, Brady discovers the terrible
truth behind the kayak’s sinking, and it will change the lives of those he loves
forever. Priscilla Cummings deftly weaves a suspenseful tale of three teenagers
caught in a wicked web of deception.

Saunders Comprehensive Review for NCLEX-RN
With over 1000 questions, MCQs and EMQs in Surgery is the ideal self-assessment
companion guide to Bailey & Love's Short Practice in Surgery. The book assists
readers in their preparation for examinations and to test their knowledge of the
principles and practice of surgery as outlined within Bailey & Love.Sub-divided into
13 subject-s

CPR/AED for the Professional Rescuer
An in-depth review by leading authorities of the latest therapies and techniques for
rescuing persons in cardiac arrest. The authors explore the physiology behind
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current state-of-the-art clinical resuscitation and translate it into practical bedside
recommendations, clinical tips, and expert techniques. Topics of interest include
the epidemiology of sudden death, management of ventilation, chest compression
technique training, public access defibrillation, drug delivery during CPR, the latest
drug therapies, and cardiac arrest in disease, pregnancy, drowning, lightning
strike, and trauma. The authors also review the major ongoing research in
resuscitation science that will likely affect the next set of international
resuscitation guidelines.

Kindred
Developed by the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM), this book is
designed to help people prepare for the NASM Certified Personal Trainer (CPT)
Certification exam or learn the basic principles of personal training using NASM's
Optimum Performance Training (OPT) model. The OPT model presents NASM's
protocols for building stabilization, strength, and power. More than 600 full-color
illustrations and photographs demonstrate concepts and techniques. Exercise color
coding maps each exercise movement to a specific phase on the OPT model.
Exercise boxes demonstrate core exercises and detail the necessary preparation
and movement. Other features include research notes, memory joggers, safety
tips, and review questions.

Strategies to Improve Cardiac Arrest Survival
Kemel Mellahi's name appears as first author in 2011 edition.

Proceedings of the 2003 ACM SIGMIS CPR Conference
Discusses the history and techniques of swimming and diving, safety rescue
techniques, and skills for a variety of aquatic activities.

Advanced First Aid, CPR, and AED
This critical care medicine book substantially differs from others due to the range
of peculiarities that characterize it. Since it deals with acute patients in critical
conditions, this is, as it were, a 'borderline'book,in the sense that it is intended for
those, who, in their activity, need a continuous and in-depth interdisciplinary
approach to optimize the quality of the treatments offered to critically-ill patients.
This book helps to have a better understanding of the current limits of human
intervention and aims at supplying updated guidelines; in particular, it is intended
for those who, although having to guarantee continuity and top-quality therapies,
must decide when and why the collaboration with and intervention by experts is
necessary.

The Physiology Viva
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Secrets of the NATA-BOC Exam helps you
ace the Board of Certification Candidate Examination, without weeks and months
of endless studying. Our comprehensive Secrets of the NATA-BOC Exam study
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guide is written by our exam experts, who painstakingly researched every topic
and concept that you need to know to ace your test. Our original research reveals
specific weaknesses that you can exploit to increase your exam score more than
you've ever imagined. Secrets of the NATA-BOC Exam includes: The 5 Secret Keys
to NATA-BOC Test Success: Time is Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not
Guesswork, Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test
Yourself; A comprehensive General Strategy review including: Make Predictions,
Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the
Question, The Trap of Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm,
Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New
Information, Time Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace Yourself,
Answer Selection, Check Your Work, Beware of Directly Quoted Answers, Slang,
Extreme Statements, Answer Choice Families; A comprehensive review including:
Males vs. Females, Anorexia vs. Bulimia, Ergogenic Aids, Illegal Ergogenic Aids,
Concussions, Modalities, Three Modes Of Heat Transfer, Exercise Principles, Axial
Skeleton, Appendicular Skeleton, Muscular System, Types Of Muscle Fibers, Sprain
vs. Strain, Brachial Plexus, Close & Loose Packed Positions, Conditions, Fractures,
Nutrition Review, Key Anatomy Facts, Movement Terms, Lever Review, Muscle
Basics, Strength And Endurance, Techniques Of Resistance Training, Key Formulas,
Fitness Misconceptions, Types Of Movers, Vocabulary, BMI, Professional Concerns,
Simulation Examination, Practical Examination, and much more

The Culture Code
In this fully revised second edition of Understanding Probability, the reader can
learn about the world of probability in an informal way. The author demystifies the
law of large numbers, betting systems, random walks, the bootstrap, rare events,
the central limit theorem, the Bayesian approach and more. This second edition
has wider coverage, more explanations and examples and exercises, and a new
chapter introducing Markov chains, making it a great choice for a first probability
course. But its easy-going style makes it just as valuable if you want to learn about
the subject on your own, and high school algebra is really all the mathematical
background you need.

NASM Essentials of Personal Fitness Training
Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the internationally bestselling series from Dav
Pilkey, the creator of Captain Underpants! He was the best of dogs He was the
worst of dogs It was the age of invention It was the season of surprise It was the
eve of supa sadness It was the dawn of hope Dog Man hasn't always been a pawsitive addition to the police force. While he can muzzle miscreants, he tends to
leave a slick of slobber in his wake! This time, Petey the cat's dragged in a tiny bit
of trouble -- a double in the form of a super-cute kitten. Dog Man will have to work
twice as hard to bust these furballs and remain top dog! Dav Pilkey's wildly popular
Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and explores universally positive
themes, including empathy, kindness, persistence, and the importance of being
true to one's self.

Handbook of Research on Innovative Pedagogies and Best
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Practices in Teacher Education
EMT Exam For Dummies with Online Practice
Test-taking strategies and steps to succeed as an EMT No two EMT exam
experiences are exactly alike, as questions aretailored to the test-taker and range
in topics from handlingmedical emergencies and patient assessment, to medical
ethics,ambulance operations, and pediatrics. EMT Exam For Dummiestakes the
intimidation out of the test, offering everything youneed to prepare for—and
pass—the exam. Along with thebook, there is also an online companion website
that features twoadditional practice tests, and over 200 flashcards to ensure
thatyou do your best on test day. Career opportunities are abundant for certified
EMTs, and thisstraightforward guide increases your chances of scoring higher
onthe computer-adaptive and practical portions of the exam so you canget out in
the field and dispense lifesaving medical care. In thebook, you'll find an overview
of the EMT Exam, including testorganization and how the exam is scored, content
review withpractice questions, a sneak peek at the practical exam, and onefulllength practice test with detailed answer explanations. Includes sample test
questions and detailed answers throughout,as well as a sneak peek into the
practical test Gives you two bonus practice exams via the companion onlinetest
bank, with tests available in timed and untimed formats, andmore than 200
flashcards that cover all the test topics Offers clear test-taking advice for passing
the crucial,practical part of the exam Covers the psychomotor component of the
EMT Exam EMT Exam For Dummies has everything you need to succeedas an EMT
and continue your training, and with an easy-to-readstyle and focus on the most
important details, you'll be ready topass the exam in no time!

Que's Official Internet Yellow Pages
"A toolkit for building a cohesive, innovative and successful group culture, from the
New York Times bestselling author of The Talent Code. Daniel Coyle spent three
years researching the question of what makes a successful group tick, visiting
some of the world's most productive groups--including Pixar, Navy SEALs, Zappos,
IDEO, and the San Antonio Spurs. Coyle discovered that high-performing groups
relentlessly generate three key messages that enable them to excel: 1) Safety - we
are connected. 2) Shared Risk - we are vulnerable together. 3) Purpose - we are
part of the same story. Filled with first-hand reporting, fascinating science,
compelling real-world stories, and leadership tools that can apply to businesses,
schools, sports, families, and any kind of group, The Culture Code will revolutionize
how you think about creating and sustaining successful groups"--

Secrets of the Nata Exam Study Guide
Global Strategic Management
Sick Not Sick is designed to help EMS personnel develop rapid patient assessment
skills. The program distills years of field experience into a workable formula that
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both inexperienced and experienced providers can use in the field. It teaches EMS
personnel how to quickly collect information and discriminate the important from
the unimportant to offer immediate initial care based upon his or her observations.
After all, in EMS it comes down to whether the patient is sick or not sick. This book
is part of the EMS Continuing Education Series. As an EMS provider, you know that
your education does not stop when you finish your initial training. The things you
learn in the field and in continuing education classes give you the extra skills and
knowledge to make you the best provider you can be. The EMS Continuing
Education Series was created to help you take that extra step toward not just
being a great provider, but an outstanding one. Managing Stress in Emergency
Medical Services is also part of this series.

Each Little Bird That Sings
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel
Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own
adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and
commentary by author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and
a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s bestloved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson,
haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by singleengine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the plane
crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian
wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet
his mother had given him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity,
Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt
and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to
start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new
patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.
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